We demonstrate the different effect of different baryons impurities on the static properties of nuclei within the framework of the relativistic mean-field model. Systematic calculations show that Λ + c and Λ b has the gluelike role which is the same as that of Λ hyperon in lighter hypernuclei. Ξ − and Ξ 0 c hyperon has the gluelike role only for the protons distribution, and has a repulsive role for the neutrons distribution. On the other hand, Ξ 0 and Ξ + c hyperon attracts surrounding neutrons and reveals a repulsive force to the protons. We find the different effect of different baryons impurities on the nuclear core is due to their different isospin, and ρ mesons play an important role.
Introduction
Change of bulk properties of nuclei under the presence of strange impurities, like the lambda hyperon (Λ), is an interesting subject in hypernuclear physics. Since a Λ does not suffer from Pauli blocking in Λ hypernuclei, it can locate at the center of a nucleus, then Λ attracts surrounding nucleons (the gluelike role of Λ) and makes the nucleus shrink [1] . Recently, the experiment KEK-PS E419 has found clear evidence for this shrinkage of 7 Λ Li hypernucleus [1, 2] . In the present work, first, we will study whether we can obtain this shrinkage of Λ hypernuclei within relativistic mean-field (RMF) model. After that, it is natural to think whether other baryons have the gluelike role as Λ does. In order to obtain a more profound understanding of the effect of strange impurities on nuclear core, it is necessary to consider other impurities, such as sigma (Σ − ) and cascade (Ξ − , Ξ 0 ), or even heavy flavored baryons. However, a new experiment at KEK [3] shows that a strongly repulsive Σ-nucleus potential is required to reproduce the observed spectrum. So, we have reason to believe that Σ hyperon does not have any gluelike role and can not make nucleus shrink. Next in mass are Ξ − and Ξ 0 hyperons. Experimental evidence suggested that the binding energy of a Ξ hyperon in nuclear matter is negative [4] . Therefore we will consider Ξ hypernuclei in this work. In mid 70's and 80's, the theoretical estimations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10] predicted a rich spectrum and a wide range of atomic numbers for charmed and bottom nuclei. Now, heavy flavored hadrons can be studied at both the Japan Hadron Facility (JHF) [11] and GSI future accelerator [12], the experimental search for charmed nuclei is becoming realistic and would be realized. Therefore, We also investigate 
The RMF Model
To accomplish these, the relativistic mean field model is used. The RMF model has been used to describe nuclear matter, finite nuclei, and hypernuclei successfully. Here, we start from a Lagrangian density of the form
where
It involves nucleons (ψ N ), scalar σ mesons (σ), vector ω mesons (ω 0 ), vector isovector ρ mesons (ρ 0 -the time component in the third direction of isospin), and the photon (A 0 ). The parametrization of the nucleonic sector (NL-SH) is adopted from Ref. [13] . The properties of finite nuclei can be well described with this parametrization. The Lagrangian density L Y describes hyperon Y and its couplings to σ, ω , ρ mesonic fields and photon field
is the electric charge of hyperon in units of the proton charge, e. In an approximation where the σ, ω, ρ fields couple only to the u and d quarks [14] , the coupling constants of hyperons to the vector fields are obtained as
Λ, Λ + c and Λ b are isoscalar baryons, and don't couple with ρ meson. The coupling constants to the scalar field are given with the experimental information-the optical potential. It turns out that two coupling constants, g σY and g ωY , are strongly correlated because they are fixed by the depth of the Y potential
in the nuclear matter [15, 16] , where σ eq and ω eq 0 are the values of σ and ω 0 fields at the saturation nuclear density, respectively. It is well known that the potential well depth of Λ hyperon in nuclear matter is about −30 MeV, so we use U Λ = −30 MeV to obtain coupling constant g σΛ . However, the experimental data on Ξ hypernuclei are very little. Dover and Gal [17] analyzed old emulsion data on Ξ − hypernuclei, concluded a nuclear potential well depth of U Ξ = −21 ∼ −24 MeV. Fukuda et al [18] fitted the very low energy part of Ξ − hypernuclear spectrum in the 
The effect of different baryons impurities
When a baryon impurity (a baryon different from nucleons) is added to an ordinary nucleus, the static properties of the nucleus will be affected. In order to observe the universality of the effect of baryons impurities on nuclear core, an unified RMF calculation is needed and careful tests should be done. Hence in our calculations typical hypernuclei between table 1 with U Λ = −30 and U Ξ = −14 MeV. The results for ordinary nuclei are also given for comparison. In the table, −E/A (in MeV) is the binding energies per baryon, r ch is the r.m.s. charge radius, and r Y , r n and r p are the calculated r.m.s. radii (in fm) of hyperon, neutrons and protons distributions, respectively, and hyperon is at its 1s 1/2 configuration for all the hypernuclei. From table 1, it can be found that for lighter Λ hypernuclei, the size of the core nucleus in a hypernucleus is smaller than the core nucleus in free space, i.e., the values of both r n and r p in a hypernucleus are less than those in the corresponding ordinary nucleus. For instance, the r.m.s. radius r n (r p ) of neutrons (protons) decreases from 2.32 fm (2.37 fm) in 6 Li to 2.25 fm (2.29 fm ) in From table 1, we find: by adding a Ξ − hyperon, the r.m.s. radii of the neutrons become a little larger, while the r.m.s. radii of the protons become much smaller, comparing with that in the normal nuclei. Contrary to the Ξ − hypernuclei, the r.m.s. radii of the protons become larger and that of the neutrons become smaller in the Ξ 0 hypernuclei. In fact, by calculations, it is found that the same conclusion is drawn with −28 MeV < U Ξ < −10 MeV. The effect of Ξ − and Ξ 0 hyperon on nuclear core is different from Λ hyperon. Note that Λ, Ξ − and Ξ 0 are different particles from proton and neutron, they are all not constrained by the Pauli exclusion. It is obviously that the common explanation [1] for the Λ shrinkage does not suit the case of Ξ − and Ξ 0 . Otherwise, both Λ and Ξ 0 hyperon are neutral, hence the origin of the above difference can not be attributed to the Coulomb potential. There must be some other source that we don't recognized.
Next, let us to see the effect of heavy flavored baryons impurities on the nuclear core. The results of Λ From table 3 , we find the r.m.s. radii of both the protons and neutrons reduce when adding anyone of these baryons to the lighter nuclei, which is the same as the situation of adding a Λ hyperon. It is also seen that the effect of baryons impurities on the heavier nuclei is very little. The nuclear shrinkage induced by these baryons is obtained in lighter nuclei when ignoring the contribution of the ρ mesons. The same conclusion can be obtained with −28 MeV < U Ξ < −10 MeV or −24 MeV < U Ξc < −16 MeV. While Λ 
Summary and conclusion
Within the framework of the RMF theory, we investigate the effect of different baryons impurities on the nuclear core. The shrinkage effect induced by a Λ hyperon impurity is obtained. It is found other lighter Λ hypernuclei also have this shrinkage effect besides loosely bound N) interaction. Probably the isospin T = 0 interaction is attractively large, while the T = 1 interaction is repulsive and small.
The present work only focuses on the pure Λ and Ξ hypernuclei, the coupling between ΞN and ΛΛ channels in Ξ hypernuclei isn't taken into consideration. In addition, we should mention that the coupling constants of Ξ − , Ξ 0 , Λ can not unambiguously be determined, due to be short of reliable experimental data. In order to get determinate conclusion, more reliable information are desired. 
